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ABSTRACT
The Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer (KPIC) is a cost-effective upgrade path to the W.M. Keck observatory
(WMKO) adaptive optics (AO) system, building on the lessons learned from first and second-generation extreme
AO (ExAO) coronagraphs. KPIC will explore new scientific niches in exoplanet science, while maturing critical
technologies and systems for future ground-based (TMT, EELT, GMT) and space-based planet imagers (HabEx,
LUVOIR). The advent of fast low-noise IR cameras (IR-APD, MKIDS, electron injectors), the rapid maturing of
efficient wavefront sensing (WFS) techniques (Pyramid, Zernike), small inner working angle (IWA) coronagraphs
(e.g., vortex) and associated low-order wavefront sensors (LOWFS), as well as recent breakthroughs in high
contrast high resolution spectroscopy, open new direct exoplanet exploration avenues that are complementary to
planet imagers such as VLT-SPHERE and the Gemini Planet Imager (GPI). For instance, the search and detailed
characterization of planetary systems on solar-system scales around late-type stars, mostly beyond SPHERE and
GPI’s reaches, can be initiated now at WMKO.
Keywords: Exoplanets, high contrast imaging, high contrast high resolution spectroscopy, small inner working
angle coronagraphy, vortex coronagraph, on-axis segmented telescopes, apodization, Extremely Large Telescopes
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Figure 1. Left: Distribution of R, J, H magnitudes for a notional survey sample of 500 young, close-by late-type stars.
The dashed line represents the cutoff natural guide star (NGS) brightness for L-band high contrast imaging. This plots
shows the dramatic increase in sky coverage enabled by IR wavefront sensing: many more red targets can be addressed
below the NGS magnitude cutoff in the IR. Middle: Age distribution (Myr) of our notional sample. Right: Distance
distribution (pc) for the same notional sample.

1. INTRODUCTION
In 2014, we submitted the Keck Planet Imager and Characterizer concept to the Keck Science Steering Committee (KSSC) in response to a call for instrument white papers. The proposed KPIC concept consists of an
insertable/removable module downstream from the current Keck AO system, equipped with its own efficient IR
wavefront sensor (IR WFS) using the latest low-noise detector technologies (IR-APD), a high-order deformable
mirror (HODM), a state-of-the-art coronagraphic bench, and a beamsplitter dividing the science beam into an
imaging path and a fiber-injection unit (FIU). Both channels are available to feed existing IR science instruments
available at Keck: the imager NIRC2, the IFU OSIRIS (or another IFU yet to come) for the (spectro-)imaging
channels, and the high-resolution IR spectrograph NIRSPEC for the fiber-fed spectroscopic channel.
An extreme adaptive optics (ExAO) high contrast imaging facility optimized for faint red objects by means
of IR wavefront sensing can image and spectroscopically characterize exoplanets both around nearby young K
and M stars, and infant planetary systems in distant and obscured star-forming regions. KPIC will provide the
WMKO community with new capabilities orthogonal to those at Subaru, VLT, Gemini, and LBT.

2. KPIC SCIENCE CASES
Exoplanets around late-type stars. M dwarfs constitute a promising reservoir to survey in order to advance
our understanding of planetary formation and evolution. Indeed, M dwarfs outnumber all earlier-type stars
together.1 Their abundance, low close binary fraction, and the ubiquitous presence of massive protoplanetary
disks at young ages imply that they are common sites of planet formation. Close separations (< 1 AU) have
been extensively probed by Doppler and transit surveys with the following results: the frequency of close-in
giant planets (1 − 10MJup ) is only 2.5 ± 0.9%, consistent with core accretion plus migration models.2 On the
other hand, the Kepler survey indicates that Earth- to Neptune-sized planets might be as common as one per
star.3–5 The outskirts of young M-dwarf systems (10 − 100 AU) have been probed by first-generation direct
imaging instruments, and results show that massive planets are rare: fewer than 10.6% of M-dwarf systems
surveyed harbor 1 − 13MJup giant planets in their outer regions.6 Disk instability does not seem to be a common
mechanism of giant planet formation. The 1 − 10 AU parameter space is thus believed to be the overwhelmingly
favored region for planet formation. Across the entire range of sensitivity (10M⊕ −10MJup ), the occurrence rates
7
measured by microlensing surveys imply an average 1.6+0.7
−0.9 planets per star ! Microlensing probes the full range
of planetary masses in this region, but the masses and metallicities of the host stars are usually poorly constrained
and so are of limited value for statistical studies. Moreover, one-shot microlensing-detected objects can not be
followed up. High contrast imaging with a good knowledge of the host star distance and age is therefore the
perfect complement to indirect techniques, and holds the promise of filling in this untouched parameter space,
and provide excellent characterization opportunities. Last but not least, M dwarfs provide the best star-planet
contrast ratios for young giant planets among all stellar masses.
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NIRSPEC

Figure 2. Conceptual layout of KPIC, as integrated on the Keck II AO bench, and feeding IR workhorse camera NIRC2,
and high-resolution IR spectrograph NIRSPEC, by means of a fiber injection unit (FIU).

KPIC will target this reservoir (Fig. 1) with the most advanced high contrast imaging technologies, unveiling
these planets with unprecedented sensitivity, but also directly analyzing their thermal light with high-resolution
spectroscopy (NIRSPEC), enabling the retrieval of the molecular composition of their atmosphere8 and in favorable cases the Doppler imaging of cloud, wind, and temperature gradients.9–11 See J. Wang et al. 2016 (these
proceedings) for more details.
Planetary systems in star forming regions (SFR). Sky coverage with an IR WFS is typically 50% higher
than with a classical visible WFS.12 In obscured areas such as SFR, the gain is much more dramatic. The
population of young stars in Taurus, 140 pc away, is dominated by M stars and very late K stars,13 making IR
WFS essential for these very red stars. Indeed, an R-band WFS sensitivity rolloff at R ' 10 currently provides
access to only a handful of T Tauri stars, while a rolloff at J/H ' 10 mags would enable high contrast on
a hundred young stars in Taurus alone. Thus, IR wavefront sensing enables high contrast imaging studies of
extrasolar planetary systems (both disk + protoplanets) in their infancy.
Galactic center (GC). IR WFS has proven to be very robust to study the GC with VLT-NACO: IRS 7
(H = 9.3, K = 6.5) is only 6” North of SgrA∗. An IR WFS ExAO would boost the Strehl ratio (SR) by a factor
of a few compared to current LGS assisted observations (10 − 30% SR at K), therefore enhancing SNR, enabling
somewhat shorter wavelengths (flux quickly drops off as the huge extinction towards the GC kicks in), and thus
improving resolution and astrometric precision (reduced confusion).

3. KPIC CONCEPT AND PHASED IMPLEMENTATION
The technological landscape has evolved considerably since powerhouse second-generation AO systems such as
SPHERE and GPI were designed, in particular in wavefront sensing, coronagraphic, and detector technologies.
KPIC takes full advantage of the latest technology developments in these areas. Specifically, we will supplement
the current Keck-AO system with a cascaded IR Pyramid WFS (IR PWFS) ExAO system (P. Wizinowich et al.
2016, these proceedings) using a state-of-the-art fast, low read-noise IR APD array from SELEX (SAPHIRA: D.
Atkinson et al. 2016, D. Hall et al. 2016, J.L. Gach et al. 2016, these proceedings), and high-order deformable
mirror. The new proposed module maximizes the use of current Keck infrastructure and assets (Fig. 2). New
developments are kept to a minimum, and focussed on key areas which are highly strategic to future TMT planet
imager technologies.
The implementation of KPIC proceeds by incremental, non-invasive phases, minimizing disruption of operations, and guaranteeing rapid science return:
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Figure 3. Left: Current and predicted L-band Strehl ratios versus the R-magnitude of an on-axis guide star under median
conditions. The current Keck NGS AO system uses a visible Shack-Hartmann WFS. The predicted NGS AO performance
is for an efficient low-noise IR PWFS using M0V and M6V spectral types guide stars, respectively. Right: Completeness
of the proposed survey, assuming the AO performance shown on the left and our performance model for the recently
commissioned L-band vortex coronagraph.

1. Phase I: Installation of a couple high-performance small inner working angle L-band vortex coronagraphs in
NIRC2 (B. Femenia et al. 2016 and O. Absil et al. 2016, these proceedings). As part of this coronagraphic
upgrade, our team has also developed critically important and game-changing image plane pointing and
wavefront control techniques (E. Huby et al. 2016 and M. Bottom et al. 2016, these proceedings). See also
Serabyn et al. 2016 (submitted to ApJ).
2. Phase II: Implementation of an IR Pyramid WFS to improve AO correction and sky coverage (P. Wizinowich
et al. 2016, these proceedings).
3. Phase III: Fiber link from Keck-AO to IR high-resolution spectrograph NIRSPEC (J. Wang et al. 2016,
these proceedings).
4. Phase IV: New high-density DM (HODM), and coronagraphs optimized for segmented telescopes and
single-object spectroscopy (G. Ruane et al. 2016, these proceedings).

4. PERFORMANCE AND YIELD ESTIMATES
To demonstrate the superiority of KPIC over current high contrast imaging capabilities in the regime of faint
NGS in the visible, we ran extensive numerical simulations to estimate the yield of a notional large-scale 500-star
survey (see Fig. 1 for more details about the sample).
Sensing in the near-IR versus visible vastly expands the volume of targets that can be addressed with extreme
AO coronagraphy. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 which shows the current and predicted L-band performance on
the left and a completeness determination for our notional survey based on an end-to-end model that includes
an AO simulator, and Fresnel propagation through a realistic prescription of the Keck telescope, AO system
and NIRC2 camera. The final contrast results include speckle, photon, background, and detector noise sources.
Each target in the sample is passed through the model, producing a contrast curve which is interpolated by the
BT-SETTL evolutionary model, producing detection limits in Jupiter mass units. Monte Carlo simulations are
run to produce detection probability maps which are averaged to yield the contour plot. For spectral type M0V
stars, the distance limit increases from 50 pc to 150 pc (30 times the volume). For late M-type stars, such as
M6V, the distance goes from 4 pc to 100 pc, 15,000 times the volume!
The recently installed L-band vortex coronagraph of NIRC2 (KPIC phase I) will be used to perform high
contrast imaging at the diffraction limit of the 10 m Keck telescope (inner working angle ' 80 mas). The new
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NIRC2 vortex mask is a phase-based coronagraph made from a concentric subwavelength grating etched in a
diamond substrate.14, 15 It offers well-demonstrated high contrast performance at a very small IWA,16, 17 see also
B. Femenia et al. 2016, O. Absil et al. 2016, E. Huby et al. 2016, and M. Bottom et al. 2016 (these proceedings).
L-band coronagraphy is the perfect complement to near-IR wavefront sensing for cooler M-stars because their
red colors make them particularly bright in the L-band with respect to the background so that a coronagraph can
yield its best starlight suppression factor. The dynamic range enabled by the L-band coronagraph allows reaching
the planetary regime much faster around M-stars than earlier types. All in all, near-IR wavefront sensing plus
L-band small IWA coronagraphy of late-type star is the ideal instrumental setup for exoplanet imaging.

5. HIGH-RESOLUTION HIGH-CONTRAST SPECTROSCOPY
Coupling a high-resolution spectrograph with a high-contrast imaging instrument (Fig. 4) is the next big step in
the direct characterization of exoplanet atmospheres.11 In this scheme, the high-contrast imaging system serves
as a spatial filter to separate the light from the star and the planet, and the high-resolution spectrograph serves
as spectral filter, which differentiates between features in the stellar and planetary spectra, e.g., between different
absorption lines and radial velocities. High-resolution spectroscopy has three game-changing benefits:
1. Detailed species-by-species molecular characterization (spectral retrieval).
2. Doppler measurements (planet spin, orbital velocity, plus mapping of atmospheric and/or surface features).
3. Last but not least, improved detection capability by side-stepping speckle noise calibration issues affecting
low-resolution spectroscopic data from current integral field spectrographs such as SPHERE and GPI
(Fig. 5).
Most direct imaging results so far have indeed focused on photometry and very low-resolution spectroscopy,
due to the lack of instruments designed to optimally merge high contrast imaging (wavefront control and coronagraphy) and high-resolution spectroscopy at small angles from the host star. KPIC, and its fiber injection unit
(FIU) linking Keck AO to NIRSPEC (Fig. 4) would enable routine high-resolution characterization of directly
imaged low-mass companions and exoplanets. Fig. 5 shows the cross-correlation peak signal-to-noise ratio as a
function of raw starlight suppression for the prototypical HR8799e exoplanet case, demonstrating that KPIC and
its FIU can perform fine molecular composition retrieval under realistic levels of starlight suppression. The KPIC
FIU to NIRSPEC will also make Doppler imaging mainstream.9 See J. Wang et al. 2016 (these proceedings) for
more details.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
KPIC, with its IWA of ' 25 mas at J-band and ' 80 mas at L-band, will complement JWST at very small
angles (the IWA of NIRCAM and MIRI will be 5-10 times larger). KPIC’s high resolution spectroscopic mode
will demonstrate crucial capabilities that will be essential to follow-up discoveries from JWST, TESS and later
on WFIRST-AFTA. KPIC will bridge the gap between the highly productive Keck AO system and a TMT
planet imager. While theoretical designs exist for segmented telescopes, there is still much to learn about
coronagraphy on segmented telescopes, which is critical to future segmented telescopes in space (LUVOIR and
possibly HabEx, see Roberge et al. 2016, and Mennesson et al. 2016, these proceedings). Keck provides the most
credible pathfinder for ExAO on the highly-segmented TMT. KPIC will allow demonstrating critical componentlevel and system-level aspects, gain operational experience on segmented telescopes, and enable unique science,
vetting the most promising targets for future follow-ups.
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fiber and beam, and track its position in real time.
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Figure 5. Signal to noise ratio of the cross correlation peak obtained by cross-correlating a high-resolution noiseless
theoretical template of a given molecular species with the simulated R=37,500 spectrum of HR8799e obtained with
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